
Response to Referee Comment #1 on 

Characterization of dark current signal measurements of the ACCDs used on-board 

the Aeolus satellite 
 

The authors thank reviewer #1 for carefully reading the first author’s response. In the following, 

referee comments are repeated in green and answers by the authors are provided directly below in 

black.  

General comments: 
This is a second review. In general, I’m satisfied with the answers and I think that the article can be 

published with minor corrections indicated below. However, I’d like to address the questions of the 

authors they posed in the reply regarding the test I made to show that the retrieval procedure could 

define the peak position on the ACCD with a sufficient accuracy even if the hot pixel information 

were not used at all. 

The authors write “The figure does not consider the full Mie fringe shape which is spread over all 16 

ACCD pixels – even at the edges of the ACCD the values do not approach zero. For simulation studies, 

this could be approximated with an Airy function.” As for the fringe shape spread over all 16 ACCD 

pixels, the previous simulation used a Gaussian which was also spread over all pixels. The halfwidth of 

this Gaussian was selected in such a way that the shades of grey in Fig. 1b of (doi:10.5194/amt-2020-

458-RC1) resembled those of Fig.1 of the manuscript. For the second exercise shown below (Fig. 1), I 

took an Airy function and compared the results with Gaussian. One has to note that in general the 

sliding profile approach is not sensitive to the shape of the function as long as the function varies at 

the considered interval and its shape is known with high accuracy. 

Then, the authors write that “On top of that, also the spectrally broad bandwidth Rayleigh signal and 

the solar background are part of the Mie signal.” The broad features and constant offsets do not affect 

the peak position retrieval accuracy if the sliding profile approach is used.  

The next comment is important, though: “Apart from that, it is not clear which values for the 

atmospheric signal levels and hot pixel amplitudes were used in your simulation. Typical values for the 

Mie channel are 15 LSB and 5 LSB (both measurement level) for the atmospheric signal level and the 

hot pixel offset, respectively”. Indeed, the discretization is important and in the previous exercise this 

was not taken into account properly, I apologize for overlooking it. If one assumes that the peak value 

of Mie detector is 15 LSB, then the absolute errors of peak position retrieval in units of ACCD detector 

row change from ~1.5e-3 to ~1e-1 that corresponds to ~2 m/s (Fig. 1). This is somewhat smaller than 

the random errors reported for Aeolus wind product, and the comparability of the profiles retrieved 

for a “healthy” detector with those retrieved from the simulations with hot pixels excluded tells us that 

the approach of skipping the hot pixels proposed in the first review is still valid. I do not require to 

include more discussion on this topic than what is already included in the present version of the 

manuscript (lines 441-444), it’s just to draw an attention to this technique that works surprisingly well 

for different physical phenomena. 

 



Response to General Comments: 
 

Thank you very much for your comments. It is highly appreciated that you addressed our points on 

your simulation study to mitigate hot pixel effects in the Mie channel and even extended it. Looking at 

your Fig.1, the comparability of the curves, especially for the Airy function with and w/o hot pixels, 

indeed looks very convincing. It seems to us that the sliding profile approach might be worth to be 

considered for future studies to improve the wind retrieval of the Mie channel. 

 

Specific comments: 
 

Lines 98-103: new text states that the read-out noise values were determined during pre-launch tests 

and then the discussion is based on this value measured on the ground. I understand that normally the 

noise of the amplifier should not change, but are there any estimates for an onboard read-out noise? 

The determination of the total read-out noise requires special test modes which cannot be performed 

in space due to technical limitations. As a result, only numbers for the total read-out noise based on 

pre-launch tests are available. However, it is expected that these numbers have not changed 

significantly in-orbit. Specific measurements for the total noise (read-out noise + dark current noise) 

could be performed during periods with no laser operation, but are still under evaluation. We have no 

indications of enhanced noise sources for the detector. 

The manuscript was changed as follows: 

 

Lines 197: I would specify the actual numbers for the proton fluxes 

Information about the proton energy and fluence levels were added to the manuscript. 



 

Lines 199-200: what exactly was different and how this should affect the results? 

The dark signal acquisition during the test was not optimized to track the same low frequency dark 

signal variations as observed in-space (only 512 observations were acquired). In addition, a different 

timing diagram compared to in-orbit was applied to operate the ACCD. This had the effect that the 

residence time of the charges in the memory zone was different. Finally, the applied post-processing 

sensitivity algorithm was not good enough to detect dark signal anomalies with amplitudes as low as 

observed in-orbit. All these points limit the significance of the tests when discussing in-orbit dark signal 

anomalies. This information was added to the text (see screenshot above). 

Lines 301-303: “a more sophisticated” and “a simple 3-sigma” look strange in one sentence. 

You are right. The sentence was rephrased as follows: 

 

Lines 441-444: “each pixel indispensable in the wind retrieval”. This is strange. Even though the authors 

use a different approach than the one used in my exercises, the information content of the whole row 

is still large, and the absence of a single pixel should not dramatically change the picture. One can carry 

out a simple “Gedankenexperiment”, which usually is proven in real life with the real data. Imagine 

that a human eye observes a continuous function, or a continuous shape, or a graphic pattern. Next, 

let’s imagine that a small patch covering 5% of the image is applied. No doubt that the brain will recover 

the original shape from this picture, especially if the shape is known. Of course, the bigger the patch, 

the poorer the accuracy, but for the objects like those shown in Fig. 1 of the manuscript a loss of up to 

10% of information should not be critical. If so, the programming algorithm should exist which mimics 

the brain’s algorithms and recovers the shape. The realization depends on the task, but the general 

idea should be clear. I believe that it can be realized in the framework of the authors’ method, too. In 



any case, since the “hot” pixels are not completely erroneous, the authors’ approach works, and this 

itself is a good achievement. 

It is important to mention the information content of each pixel strongly depends on the pixel position 

w.r.t to the ACCD column. For the Mie channel the key information is contained in the three to four 

central ACCD pixels covering the fringe. For the Rayleigh channel the pixels covered by the two Rayleigh 

spots pixels (three to four pixels for each spot) are important for the wind retrieval. To be able to omit 

hot pixels from the wind retrieval, one must know the model function at a very high accuracy. Here, 

also the high sensitivity of the measured wind speed towards change in the response of the instrument 

comes into play (Mie: 1 pixel → 17.7 m/s LOS). So, errors in the model function have large impact on 

the error of the wind retrieval. But, as mentioned in the manuscript, the hot pixels still contain 

information which can be used in the wind retrieval in combination with regular dark signal calibration 

measurements. 

Lines 497-501: In general, the operational retrieval should not exclude the post-processing, during 

which the data quality might be improved. At this stage, one can impose different physical constraints 

and analyse/correct the retrieved data using ancillary information. Even in the current setup we 

observed an evolution of the products associated with the corrections introduced after validation. 

As mentioned in the text, the NRT processing chain is setup in way that it is strictly sequential which 

implies that for instance no wind-speed information from the L2B products can be used in the dark 

signal correction that is part of the L1B processor. To make this possible a complete re-design of NRT 

processing chain would be required which is not possible due to timeliness requirements of the wind 

products and operational constraints. For the reprocessing, we approach the methodology proposed 

by the reviewer and use ancillary information. Here, the flexibility is higher and information about wind 

errors can be used to analyse and further mitigate dark signal anomalies. It is planned to summarize 

product improvements achieved in the reprocessing in a dedicated manuscript in the future. 

Line 787: It is not clear whether the on-ground tests will reveal the root cause of the hot pixel issue. 

The problem was not revealed during the pre-flight tests, so it would be good to know what changes 

are planned in the new experimental setup compared to the previous one. 

We assume that your comment is related to line 777 and not line 787. It is true that previous on-ground 

tests did not reveal the problem. However, the performed on-ground tests were not designed in a way 

to allow to distinguish between radiation-induced and CIC hot pixels. As mentioned in the discussion 

of the manuscript, on-ground sensitivity tests with identical ACCDs where the operating temperatures 

and clocking parameters of the ACCD are varied would be needed. However, for safety reasons such 

tests cannot be performed in-orbit. Moreover, setting up such a campaign is not straightforward as no 

spare ACCD of the same batch as the in-orbit one is available. But, it is expected that the knowledge 

gained from this detailed in-orbit dark signal investigations will help to improve on-ground testing CCD 

testing campaigns of future space missions such as Aeolus follow-on. 

Line 157, Table 3, last two lines: I would rewrite it as (a÷b) e- rms or (a±Δ) e- rms 

Thank you very much for the suggestions but e authors decided not to change the format of the 

noise specifications in Table 1 of the manuscript. 

 

Lines 805, 809, 817, and 819: italicized fonts look strange in some of PDF viewers 



The italicized font as headers for these paragraphs is part the AMT Word template and thus, should 

not be changed. 

 



Response to Referee Comment #3 on 

Characterization of dark current signal measurements of the ACCDs used on-board 

the Aeolus satellite 
 

The authors thank reviewer #3 for carefully reading the manuscript and providing useful comments. 

Although it is the second review iteration, the reviewer came up with a lot of new points. Nevertheless, 

the authors tried their best to capture the comments as best as possible in the revised version of the 

manuscript. However, it also has to be considered that the focus of the manuscript is not solely on the 

technical aspects of the hot pixel generation but also on the effects on the quality of the measured 

winds. In the following, referee comments are repeated in green and answers by the authors are 

provided directly below in black.  

General comments: 
As well described in the paper, the working principle of ACCD implies the accumulation of collected 

charges into a given column of pixels into a transfer row. The charge transfer in the memory zone 

follows.  

 

1/ Does the charge transfer occur from the transfer row to the range gate #1 before being transfer 

from #1 to #2 until #25 or does the first transfer row is stored in range gate #25? This question points 

out the CTI issue in the memory zone that could be impacted by the radiations. Depending on the 

operation mode, DCNU could reveal the worst degradation for memory gates resulting from several 

transfers. Moreover, it appears that the charge retention time varies from a range gate to another. 

Has the range gate DCNU been investigated by looking at the dark signal with no transfer from the 

CCD?  

2/ The author also well described that the memory zone plays a role in the global dark current. I agree 

with this statement, which is explained in the paper by the generation centres into the storage 

structure. However, regarding the charge retention time (i.e. depending on the range position) which 

can reach 0.4s, it appears that the leakage current from these storage nodes can impact the global 

dark current signal. The authors are invited to give their analysis regarding this leakage which could 

lead to a loss of collected charges and therefore implying a decrease of the signal and even partially 

compensate for the dark current increase from the CCD. As a complex structure, the quantification of 

such DC sources is not required. However, the paper could include a detailed description of the dark 

current sources in the ACCD to provide a better overview of the underlying mechanisms. 

 

Response to General Comments: 
 

1) 

The charge for each range gate is binned into one row of the memory transfer section then moved 

down the memory transfer section followed by the binned charge from the next range gate until all 

the range gate signals have been captured. When the memory transfer section is filled with signals 

from this first laser pulse the set of charges are transferred sideways into the corresponding pixels of 



the memory storage section. This process is repeated until signals from typically 20 laser pulses have 

been captured. The accumulated signal is then read out. Please note that Fig.1 (left) of the manuscript 

is a simplified sketch which only shows the 16 storage rows of the memory zone. The charge retention 

time is therefore essentially the same for all range gates at approximately 20x the laser pulse period. 

As a result, no range gate dependent features of the DCNU were observed. Uniformity of dark signal 

in various operating modes was investigated in pre-flight testing but the instrument does not have the 

flexibility to do this in flight.  

2) 

As explained above the charge retention time is not a strong function of the range gate number but is 

essentially the same for all range gates. The total duration of the acquisition of echoes for each pulse 

is much less than the pulse repetition period and signals from typically 20 pulses are added.  

A leakage mechanism leading to loss of charge stored in a CCD pixel is not often considered and the 

analysis of this effect is certainly beyond the scope of this paper. Here, we only want to state the 

several on-ground tests were performed to assess the “accumulation efficiency” of the Aeolus ACCDs. 

During these tests the signal level at the CCD output are compared when charge generated by several 

LED pulsed was accumulated by two different methods. The first was a simple integration of 50 pulses 

in the image section followed by a standard readout. The second was transfer of the signal from each 

of 50 identical LED pulses individually to the memory storage section for accumulation; with readout 

of this accumulated signal. The signal level from a large number of exposures was averaged in this test 

which was performed at three different accumulated signal levels of 1k 10k and 100k electrons per 

pixel. It is believed that the lack of a difference between the signal levels obtained in these two modes 

provides some evidence that we did not have any significant recombination when accumulating charge 

in the memory section but it is not fully conclusive. 

 

Specific comments: 
 

Lines 101-105: This part could include the CVF to account for the number of collected charges. It is 

specified later. Retention time might be more appropriate rather than residence time. I agree with the 

statement that the noise is dominated by the read-out noise. The authors are invited to specified 

“before the mission” or “before radiation exposition”. 

To be consistent with the noise estimation, the mean dark signal is now also expressed in e-/s. The 

authors do not see a problem using residence time to describe the amount of time of charges in the 

memory zone. 

 

 



Lines 105-110: Is this ACCD from Teledyne a COTS or a custom design? Can the reference of this ACCD 

be specified here? The number of lost charges (CTI) depends on the collected charges. The authors are 

invited to specify “at the typical integration time” or “based on typical operation”. 

 

The CCD is designated CCD69 and is a custom design for Airbus D&S and ESA. There is no intent to 

make it commercially available. Charge transfer inefficiency results in charge being delayed from the 

correct pixel and read out in the corresponding following pixel of the row or column. Detailed 

measurements of any charge loss were performed at a range of signal levels by Teledyne –e2v before 

delivery of the devices to Airbus. 

The manuscript was changed as follows: 

 

 

Lines 110-115: The authors are invited to compare the pixel pitch to the required fringes resolution. 

Does smaller pixel pitch could work and what could be the limit (Full Well Capacity and/or sensitivity). 

Charge accumulation can be preferred to signal accumulation. 

Analysis regarding the trade-off between pixel size and the full well capacity were performed during 

pre-launch tests. However, the description of the outcome of these tests is considered to be beyond 

the scope of this paper. 

Lines 115-120: The authors are invited to specify the operating mode of the CCD (rolling shutter) as well 

as how the memory zone is operated from a frame to another. Moreover, it looks like the limiting 

parameter in this application is the ADC frequency which implies storing several columns of 

accumulated frames in a memory zone. A brief description of this part would be appreciated.  

The operation mode of the CCD is described in the comments above and is also explained in the 

manuscript. The description of the operation mode in the manuscript was slightly extended to improve 

the understanding of the CCD (see screenshot below). However, it should be noted that the operation 

mode is not a conventional rolling shutter. Moreover, it is not the ADC performance which limits the 

pixel readout rate but the increase in the readout noise of the CCD output circuit with frequency and 

therefore bandwidth (Janesick, 2001).  

 



 

Lines 135-140: Do the virtual pixels allow to monitor the applied offset?  

ALADIN uses two “overscan” pixels, which are generated at the end of each row by applying more clock 

pulses to the register than the total number of physical register pixels, to monitor the so-called 

Detection Chain Offset (DCO). These pixels provide a nominally zero charge reference level which can 

be used to adjust the working point of the ADC to ensure that even in the presence of random noise 

no negative values are output.  

Lines 145-150: What limits the size of the memory zone? Does a direct quantification of the transfer 

row possible? The authors are invited to specify the link with the readout circuit.  

The size of the memory zone was defined on the basis of the vertical spatial resolution required for 

the instrument. 25 rows give 25 range bins within the atmosphere. An increase in the number of range 

bins is being proposed for future instruments but this tends to be at the expense of SNR as the echo 

signal is spread over more pixels in case higher vertical resolutions are applied.   

Lines 160-165: “the random as well as systematic error budget of CCD based measurements.” Noise or 

additional dark current shot noise could be preferred to random. Moreover, it does not appear clear to 

me what the budget means here.  “the noise contributions are related to the signal itself” Total noise 

comprises DC noise and read-out noise.  “The noise of Aeolus signals is dominated by the Poisson 

distributed shot noise as the levels for dark current and read-out noise” The dark current noise is also 

a shot noise. This sentence needs to be rephrased. 



The authors intended to say that the systematic and random errors of CCD based lidar measurements 

usually depend on the dark signals of the CCD. To be clear, the sentence was rephrased (see 

screenshot). Random error is considered to be the correct antonym for systematic error which is why 

this was not changed in the manuscript. Moreover, the noise arising from the signal itself was specified 

as photon shot noise in the manuscript. 

 

Lines 165-170: “Thus, the technique used for Aeolus is referred to as “quasi-photon” counting.” It does 

not appear that this device can integrate and measure a single photon. The noise is dominated by a 

readout shot noise, but photon-counting required other characteristics that are not met here. 

Systematic errors could be corrected easily with an appropriate offset correction. The main issue may 

lie in the need to evaluate the DC along with the mission as well as the DC non-uniformity along with 

the pixel array. The authors are invited to introduce these concepts as well as the possible impact on 

the reduction of the dynamic range which might impact the minimum flux detection that could affect 

the mission. 

In addition to the Poisson photon shot noise from the signal itself, the main electronic noise 

contributor from the ACCD is read-out noise (4 e- – 6 e- rms). For number of P=19 laser pulses the 

number, the noise for one laser pulses can be calculated by dividing the read-out noise by √𝑃 which 

results in a value of about 1 e-/pixel/laser pulse. As 1 electron-hole pair is produced for 1 photon at 

the wavelength of 355 nm (Janesick, 2001) , the equivalent noise is in the order of 1 generated photon. 

Hence, this technique is referred as “quasi-photon” counting due to the low read-out noise. 

Systematic errors originating from dark signal anomalies in the memory zone are successfully corrected 

by the introduction of dedicated dark signal calibration measurements that performed four times per 

day. This concept is introduced in Sec. 3.3 of the manuscript. The dark signal calibrations measure the 

DSNU of the 25x16 memory zone pixel array which is used to correct subsequent measurement signals. 

Lines 170-175: “Dark current anomalies” Dark current increase and RTS are expected for this kind of 

mission. The term dark current increase should be preferred to Dark current anomalies where or not it 

has an RTS behaviour or not. Main comment: DC origin and impact on the measurement must be 

explained with the operation mode used by the instrument. A clear description of the DC accumulation 

over the SNR can highly facilitate understanding. More importantly, the accumulated dark charges are 

stored in the memory area for almost half a second (0.4s). such retention time makes the leakage 

current very important in this structure and can potentially lead to a reduction of the total stored 

charges implying a negative offset on the signal. Authors are invited to explain how important this 

leakage current is on the output signal and, if applicable, how it can to a certain extend compensate 

the DC. 



The dark current anomalies refer to an increase in dark signal and in particular hot pixels which are 

apparently not consistent with the expected increase due to radiation. However, in the manuscript the 

information is added that dark signal anomalies are defined as dark signal increase (see screenshot 

below). The impact of dark signal anomalies on the Aeolus wind measurements is depicted in Sec. 3.3 

of the manuscript where the effects on both measurement channels are discussed. 

Lines 170-175: Why CMOS imagers have not to be used for such applications? Space qualification 

history and legacy from other missions need to be highlighted. 

The detector was designed and manufactured over 20 years ago when the maturity of CMOS 

technology was much lower. The mission was unfortunately delayed due to problems with the 

development of the laser. Even today there is no obvious architecture for a CMOS imager to achieve 

the binning and accumulation of laser echoes apart from the implementation of CCD structures in a 

CMOS technology. Please note that there is also the PhD thesis “Estimation and modelling of key design 

parameters of Pinned PhotoDiode CMOS image sensors for high temporal resolution application by 

Alice Pelamatti (Pelamatti, 2015). 

Lines 175-180: A clear distinction between solar events, trapped particles, and cosmic rays should be 

made here. Cosmic rays are also referred to as heavy ions due to their mass. 

The reviewer’s suggestion was introduced as follows: 

 

 

Lines 180-185:  SAA, a “region of particular interest” The authors are invited to briefly describe this 

intertest. Either it is for scientific purposes or a better understanding of the impact on electronics.  

The Hubble dark current increase rather lies in the repetitive flyby of the area implying an increase of 

the deposited dose. Transient effects are photogenerated charges coming from the ionizing radiation 

during the flyby.  

The author’s intention was to state that the SAA is a region where low-orbit satellites are exposed to 

higher radiation than usual and thus might affect the measurements of the satellite. For Aeolus 

measurements these effects are discussed in Sec. 4.3 of the manuscript. Please notice that some 

previous European space LEO missions have been dramatically impacted by displacement damages 

generated by SAA larger protons fluence, such as GOMOS on board Envisat ESA mission (Keckhut et 

al., 2010) and MIR channel on board Spot 4 / 5 CNES missions. The section about the SAA was changed 

as follows: 



 

Lines 185-190: Dielectric materials could be preferred to oxide layers.  

Agreed, it is at the interface between the oxide and nitride layers in the gate dielectric where most 

charge is trapped. 

 
 

Lines 190-195: Vacancy-interstitial pairs, also called Frenkel pairs recombine at room temperature. It 

must be specified here that it is still the case at -30.  “Random Telegraph Signals (RTS)-noise” RTS is a 

signal – as specified in the name - not a noise. This terminology lies in the description of the signal from 

the mathematical point of view. Therefore, the preferred terminology is DC-RTS or RTS. Some papers 

used RTN for random telegraph noise when studying transistor RTS (trap-detrap mechanisms in the 

canal) and DC RTS (generation centres) at the same time. Level should be preferred to state which 

rather lies in a defect configuration. 

The information about the Frenkel pairs was added to the manuscript (see screenshot below). We 

agree that RTS are signals, however, the expression RTS noise is an industry standard terminology and 

is widely understood. However, to be correct the terminology in the manuscript was changed as 

follows: 

 
 

Lines 195-200: “In the framework of the Aeolus ACCDs development, proton tests (even at higher 

radiation doses as seen in-orbit) have been performed to evaluate the probability of occurrence of such 

hot pixels and RTS pixels at an operating temperature of -30 °C showing the presence of one-post 

irradiation RTS pixel. However, it has to be noted that the operation mode regarding the timing settings 

during 200 the tests were not fully comparable with the settings used in-orbit.” If neither results nor 

conclusions can be extracted from this test campaign, it should be withdrawn from the paper. It could 

eventually be mentioned in the discussion section.  

The authors decided to keep the information about the proton tests in the manuscript mainly to 

highlight the importance of proper on-ground testing campaigns for potential follow-on missions.  



Lines 200-205: “Transient radiation effects occur due to ionization-induced generation of charges 

within the CCDs and do not cause lasting damage. “I do not agree with this statement. SEE does result 

in remaining TID and DDD and can even lead to latchup. “quite efficiently shielded from ionization 

damage.” The authors are invited to specified until which TID level. Globally, TID and DDD exposition 

are not reported in the paper. 

Teledyne-e2v CCDs, unlike CMOS detectors are not susceptible to latchup. There are no NPNP thyristor 

like structures between power supplies.  

In the framework of the Aeolus development, simulations have been performed to determine the 

shielding for the six instrument faces (±X,±Y,±Z) as seen by the detector. Equivalent shielding figures 

from 2 mm to 8 mm per face have been found for the most exposed ACCD, plus the 2.5 mm thickness 

BK7 window. The TID and TNID levels are respectively about 0.3 krad(Si)/year and 5E6 MeV/g(Si)/year 

for 400 km circular orbit, maximum solar activity being considered for the whole mission duration. 

Please notice that Aeolus altitude has been decreased to 320 km, reducing even more the radiation 

levels. However, it is considered to be beyond the scope of this manuscript to confront the AMT 

readers with TID and DDD exposition levels. 

Lines 210-215: Integration time could be preferred to timing settings.   

It is preferred to keep the term “timing settings” as “integration time” is used in the manuscript to 

describe the vertical range gate resolution of the manuscript. 

Lines 210-215: RTS must be preferred to transient events.  

This paragraph describes the impact of transient events, and not RTS signals on the Aeolus 

measurements. 

Lines 255: “at measurement level.” This term must be specified> Does it refers to data processing or 

analogue correction?  

The term “measurement level” is introduced in Sec. 2.1 of the manuscript and describes the temporal 

resolution (0.4 s) of the signals after the on-board accumulation of charges in the memory zone. A 

reference to Sec. 2.1 was added to the sentence: 

 

Lines 391: Transition must be preferred to dark signal spike/peaks.  

Agreed. The manuscript was changed accordingly: 



 

Lines 460-465: Could also lie in a small temperature shift during the dark measurement and the 

collected data.  

The ACCD temperatures were investigated and no significant temperature shift could be observed. 

Lines 465-470: 4 minutes is very short to account for RTS. Most of the high RTS amplitudes cannot be 

seen in such a small period. Additional references on RTS in the CMOS literature might give a global 

overview of expected RTS behaviours.  

Yes, it is correct that 4 minutes are short to analyse RTS. This is why, we analysed the concatenated 

data stream of DUDE measurements which allows to derive an estimate about the RTS amplitudes. 

Moreover, for some hot pixels it also possible to see RTS effects in the wind measurement signals (see 

Fig. 8 (bottom) of the manuscript). The paragraph about RTS in Sec. 2.2 of the manuscript was extended 

and additional references were added: 

 

Lines 480-485: RTS can show period lasting from seconds to hours and even days and this is much more 

important as the temperature decrease. This is the main reason why the correction is not possible. 

Yes, it is correct that due to RTS pixels only a mitigation of hot pixel effects can be achieved. 

 

 Lines 540-545: “not perfectly linear.” The data are linear, but the interesting parameter here could be 

the total mean dark current over the pixel array. Moreover, DDD and TID ranges must be specified and 

compared to other results in the literature if possible.  

To the authors the temporal evolution of hot pixels is not truly linear as there are periods with 

enhanced hot pixel rate. However, the overall tendency appears to be somewhat linear. It should be 

noted that this manuscript is more focused on the impact of dark current anomalies on the quality of 



the wind measurements. Thus, the mentioned aspects are considered to be out of scope. However, it 

is planned to prepare a follow-on paper with a focus on the root-cause and the technical aspects after 

end of the mission lifetime. In the framework of this analysis, aspects like the evolution of the mean 

dark current, DDD and TID can be discussed.  

Lines 545-550: “the hot pixel generation rate does not change with time” Unless for RTS pixels… 

The assumption of the linear extrapolation is that the hot pixel generation rate stays at the same level 

(one new hot pixel every 14.68 days) throughout the mission lifetime. 

Lines 605-610: “RTS pixels show more than two levels.” Usually the case for DDD-induced RTS.  

This is correct. The information with the corresponding reference was added to the text. 

 

Lines 605-625: These on-flight observations are consistent with RTS observed in other imagers 

CCD/CMOS. References here could support these observations and confirm that these results are not 

surprising but highlight the need to perform more investigation on RTS in imager for space applications. 

RTS behaviors present an infinity of different shapes that cannot be described. This is the reason why 

other studies use high-resolution imagers to outline major trends on thousands of RTS. See recent RTS 

studies in CMOS imagers.   

It is correct that these observations are consistent with other missions. This section was changed as 

follows: 

 



 Lines 705-710: CIC does exhibit RTS but with a much smaller RTS amplitude. The different RTS 

signatures between DDD-induced RTS and CICI-RTS can be made base on the RTs amplitudes. DDD-

induced RTS amplitudes are more important. Reported results show large RTS amplitudes that can be 

linked to DDD RTS. Another method could be to use temperature dependence to extract activation 

energies. Again, the authors are invited to see the last published RTS studies on CMOS imagers.  

The authors were not aware of the fact that it is possible to distinguish between CIC and DDD-induced 

effects based on the RTS amplitudes. However, from Fig. 14 of the manuscript which shows the RTS 

amplitudes it does not seem straightforward to identify a threshold for the amplitudes which would 

allow a categorization of RTS pixel into CIC- and DDD-induced RTS. 

Lines 750-755: Can a high-resolution imager with a smaller pixel pitch be foreseen to maintain sufficient 

sensitive pixels along the column while disabling RTS ones?  

Alternative architectures are being considered for a future LIDAR instrument which will provide a 

near-real-time hot pixel map to minimise the impact of RTS type hot pixels. 
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